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In his most recent blog entry, Hal Helms mentioned that Fusebox needs critics. Since I am a defector
from Fusebox but feel a debt to that community, I will do my best to fill the role.

I should start by saying that despite my defection from the ranks of Fuseboxers, I think it is a good
framework for programmers and if I had it to do all over again I would still choose to have used it
(although not on the last project on which I used it - more later). I am indebted to all of those who
have contributed to it.

A Little Background

I started using Fusebox in mid-2001 (in the days of Fusebox 2). I liked it but it didn't seem quite "right"
to me. I heard rumors that Fusebox 3 would be a big improvement. So I convinced my employer at the
time to foot some of the bill and off I went.

The conference was great and I got to find out about Fusebox 3 and hear some great presentations. I
even got sit down with Fusebox luminary John Quarto-vonTivadar (who turned out to be a really
friendly, energetic guy).

I saw that Fusebox 3 met my needs and while it was a bit of a departure from Fusbox 2, it would be
(according to the presenters) the foundation upon which future versions of Fusebox would be built -
invest now and your future code will be saved. I was sold!

I used Fusebox 3 until about a year ago when I became a bit disillusioned with it. Why?

A few things in fairly close temporal proximity:

The release of Fusebox 41.
Forming my own business and working with designers (I can't do design)2.
CFCs3.

Fusebox 4: Newer, Faster, Better!

It may be great, but it is not a simple upgrade. The much-touted stable "fusebox" structure? Gone!
Replaced with a "myfusebox" structure. It would have been pretty easy (in my humble opinion) to
name the new structure the same as the old structure and keep some of the old variables. I mentioned
my disappointed on this point and was rebuked.

Please don't misunderstand me; I understand that a lot of work was put in Fusebox for free and I
certainly appreciate it. I just disagreed with this move. Frankly, it rankled me a bit. Even so, I figured
that I would learn Fusebox 4 eventually. Fusebox had been good to me after all.

Where's My File!

About a year ago I worked on a project with a design firm (a new client for my new business, oh my!). I
extolled the virtues of Fusebox. Organized code! An army of Fuseboxers waiting to replace me should I
get hit by a bus! They assented to let me use Fusebox for the project. I even purchased a copy of a
ColdFusion shopping cart that was supposedly Fusebox 3 compliant.

Good times, right? Wrong! They hated it. Why? When they wanted to make a simple text edit on a page
that wasn't database driven (it happens) or on a static part of a database-driven page (also happens),
they couldn't find the file. I tried to explain the beauty of the structure - no luck. I kept the client, but
on the next project they had one requirement "No Fusebox". Ouch!

CFCs are "More Better"
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Around the time when CFCs had been announced but not yet released (just before the release of
CFMX), I went to lunch with a friend of mine and his coworker - all of us ColdFusion programmers. The
coworker proposed that CFCs would be the end of Fusebox - or at least the need for Fusebox. I argued
passionately that he was wrong (acting very much the zealot despite myself). I argued that Fusebox
still held a great many benefits with or without CFCs.

Later I tried them. No effect on my earlier position at all! Well, maybe. Some. Just a little...

The thing is that CFCs solved most, if not all, of my needs. That is to say, that most of the things I got
from Fusebox (separation of logic and display, code reuse, even layouts - more on that later in a later
post) I could achieve with CFCs. My URLs looked nicer. Designers and regular HTML-folk that needed to
edit files could find them easily (and yet did not have to look through - or be tempted to edit - my
ColdFusion code). Brilliant!

That's Quite a Rant, But Where's Your Beef?

Well, after a long rant like that I should be able to summarize some criticisms of Fusebox (that was
supposed to be the point, after all). Despite the length of the rant, I basically have three complaints.

I don't want to migrate to Fusebox 4 because I have no trust that any Fusebox 5 won't be as big a
departure as was Fusebox 3. (admittedly this is a small issue).

1.

Hub and Spoke. 2.
Messy URLs and one URL variable per page off-the-bat (some SEO experts warn against too
many URL variables). I could use SES URLs (work added by the framework).
All pages going through one file messes up my traffic reports. I could configure my traffic
reports (work added by the framework).
ColdFusion error reporting always reports the same file (work added by the framework).

I want non-programmers to very easily edit HTML while being discouraged from editing logic
code. Fusebox makes both difficult, but equally so.

3.

That being said, I still actually like Fusebox. On the right sized project with the right situation, I would
use it again.

On what kind of project would I use Fusebox? One in which only Fusebox programmers needed to make
edits of code. One which is big enough to justify the complexity of a framework (more than a five or
six page site, way) but not so massive that Fusebox stuff seems to get in the way. Preferably one that
isn't on a public-facing web site.

Well, this turned into a much longer rant than I had envisioned. Hopefully I stumbled on something
that someone will find of value in all of that.
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